
Logo wrap-up 

Due 4th period, Thursday 12/3/20 by 5PM 

3rd & 7th periods, Friday 12/4/20 by 5PM 

 

Today we're wrapping up the logo project with two assignments, both due today: 

 

1) Five favorites. 

 

Create a new Gravit file. Name it "Logo wrap" then your name. Open all 5 of your previous logo 

assignments and copy your favorite out of each into the new file. You will end up with today's file 

containing five logos, all for the same company one of each type as follows: 

 

 one using only a single font 

 one using multiple fonts 

 one featuring simple graphics 

 one with more relevant graphics 

 one with a dominant graphic 

 

Please arrange them in order from top (single font) to bottom (dominant graphic). You may need to resize 

them to make them fit in a single Gravit document. If you are missing one, just leave an empty space for it. 

If something else isn't fitting quite right given my instructions, do your best to follow the spirit of this 

assignment which is to pick your favorite of each type of logo and put them all into a new Gravit 

document. 

 

Save this, then turn in a share link in the Google Classroom for the assignment called "Logo wrap-up part 

1 Gravit".  

 

 

Then, there is part 2 of today's work: 

 

2) Create a 3D version of a logo for your company in Tinkercad or Codeblocks (inside Tinkercad) or an 

animated version of your logo in Scratch, your choice. When done, turn in your project as follows: 

 

 If you used Tinkercad, please generate a share link and turn that in. 

 If you used Codeblocks please save as an animated GIF and turn that in. 

 If you used Scratch please create a share link and turn that in. 

 

You choose: Tinkercad, Codeblocks, or Scratch. I look forward to seeing what you come up with. 

 

Whichever you choose, please turn your work in on the Google Classroom for the assignment called 

"Logo wrap-up part 2 Tinkercad/Codeblocks/Scratch". 

 


